Press Conference Speech from April 1, 2016
My name is Sarah Fordyce and I am a 4th year English major here at UC Davis. I am also the founder and operator of the Transgender Visibility & Education Network on Facebook. And per their request, I am also representing the Gender and Sexuality Commission here at UC Davis.
Every day, transgender and gender non-conforming individuals are put in harm’s way simply because we are transgender or fit within the transgender spectrum. Every day trans individuals face the possibility of being harassed, victimized, beaten, or even murdered just because we want to be true to our own selves. And a disproportionately large number of these are inflicted upon trans people of color.
While some transgender individuals do have what has been coin by modern society as “Passing Privilege,” a very large number of trans individuals, primarily transwomen, are not able to attain this luxury. But this discriminatory term does not change the fact that transgender and gender non-conforming individuals are the gender or non-gender that they say that they are.
On the day of our birth every human throughout history is assigned a biological sex and a bathroom. But this designation does not accurately apply to everyone. Even though I was designated as a male, biologically speaking, at birth, my self-identified, and medically qualified, gender identity, hormone levels and gender appearance would put me, and others like me, in grave danger, regardless of what is between my legs, if I were to use the men’s restroom.
UC Davis is a world class university in STEM and research based arenas, and it proclaims to be a fully inclusive university for all genders, sexualities, races, religions, and abilities. But Chancellor Katehi and several members of her administration have proven that this is not true. Under Chancellor Katehi’s regime numerous hate crimes and sexual crimes have gone uninvestigated and largely ignored. Transgender and gender non-conforming students and faculty are repeatedly harassed, discriminated against, and misgendered by members of Katehi’s regime. This ugly fact was proven yet again during this current sit-in of the 5th floor of Mrak Hall.
At the beginning of this protests, handwritten Gender Neutral signs were created and affixed to the door of a restroom on the 5th floor in order to provide transgender and gender non-conforming protestors a safe place to use the restroom for its designated purpose. Repeatedly these signs were removed by members of the administration staff. Despite the number of times these signs were replaced, they continued to be removed by the administration. On one such occasion, an administration staff member was quoted as saying: “I don’t care about transgender people. I don’t want to pee next to a man.” This quote is in reference to transgender women using the women’s restroom.
As a student, as a member of the UC Davis transgender community, and as both the founder of the Transgender Visibility & Education Network and a representative of the Gender and Sexuality Commission, I stand in solidarity with the protesters who have resided on the 5th floor of Mrak Hall for the past several weeks. I add my voice to the call for the removal of Linda P.B. Katehi from the Chancellor’s office and the ending of her corrupt regime. These harrassments, discriminations, and prejudices against transgender and gender non-conforming individuals cannot and will not be tolerated at the great university of ours.
Chancellor Katehi, we ask that you please step down as Chancellor of this university. Your track record, and that of your administration has proven that you are only interested in making a name for yourself through the greatness of UC Davis and the your truly do not care about the students and faculty who have made it great.
Thank you for your time.
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